Five Stars Review

Brianna Florence
2 reviews
a week ago
This crew knows its stuff. We started working with them recently. They made some suggestions to
improve on what we were doing that made sense. Very professional and we appreciate their level of
customer service. Very happy we made the switch to Glycon.

Dominic Daintree
3 reviews
a month ago
The whole Glycon team is very professional and always provides service with a smile. Very easy to work
with, Excellent Customer Service, Great pricing. That is everything I look for in a business partner. Highly
recommend!

Helen Hill
1 review
a month ago
Very happy with Tigran and the Crew at Glycon. They provide quality service and have the best customer
service of any company we have used. Highly recommend!

Harrison Hayes
2 reviews
a month ago
Very happy with Tigran and the Crew at Glycon. They provide quality service and have the best customer
service of any company we have used. Highly recommend!

Angela Massey
3 reviews
2 years ago
Glycon has been a great help to our clinic. They helped us tremendously to ﬁgure out a waste
management plan that was suitable for our particular needs and cost effective for our budget. It is a
pleasure to work with a company that is as interested in our business as we are. Thank you Glycon.

Willy wong
2 reviews
2 years ago
Tigran has great attitude in providing help to me. He was very curteous and responded fast. Will refer his
service to my fellow permanent make up artists.
Thanks Tigran

Helen Montoya
2 reviews
a month ago
Working with Lodi Tree Service was great! They were professional on the phone and skilled on the job.
One tree removal and two tree trimmings later, my yard looks tidy yet again!
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